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Hanwha Techwin unveils Wisenet7 Fisheye camera offering
360° multi-directional monitoring

Global security company Hanwha Techwin launches a high resolution fisheye camera with 12MP sensors.
The new XNF-9010RV is equipped with Wisenet7, Hanwha Techwin’s proprietary chipset, which offers
superb quality images, extreme WDR, noise reduction, onboard dewarping, and enhanced cybersecurity
features.
The XNF-9010RV fisheye camera can provide 360° multi-directional monitoring with a single camera and
mounted stereographic type lens to offer high quality images even on the edges of the image. The lens
keeps the resolution of the edges higher than the image center, offering vivid monitoring in all directions
in top-view installations.
Enhanced IR (infra red) allows users to adjust the IR level of the images’s center and edges independently
for different monitoring environments, minimizing light saturation caused by the movement of objects.
The camera can also support automatic control of IR intensity and up to 150° IR LED for reliable and clear
monitoring during day and night.
With virtual channel setting, users can configure up to eight channels of various view modes including
panorama, double panorama, and quad view for various monitoring environments, greatly enhancing
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efficiency and user convenience.
The camera is compatible with Hanwha Techwin’s Retail Insight solution optimized for the retail vertical.
The Business Intelligence (BI) solution helps retailers gain insightful information such as the number of
visitors, in-store traffic data, queue and total waiting times to increase efficiency and sales opportunities.
The new camera is equipped with a hard coated dome cover and has received IP66 weatherproof and IK10
vandal-proof certifications, making it an ideal choice for outdoor applications such as parking lots, stores
and shopping malls.
“The newly launched Wisenet7 fisheye camera is also available in a mobile version XNF-9010RVM that
acquired a certification for vehicle Application. Simple installation with plugin type cable connection will
increase customer satisfaction as well,” says a source at Hanwha Techwin. For more information, please
visit Hanwha Techwin’s homepage at www.hanwha-security.com or contact +82-70-7147-8771~8779.

